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 *	right to increase     It was not usual to interfere with the
 *	internal management of their villages, or to examine the
' state of their receipts     Our government has asserted the
' right, without always assuming the exercise of internal mter-
 *	ference ,  but it is only of late that it has begun to inquire
' into the collections, by establishing tulatees (subordinate
' revenue collectors) in grassia and Mewas villages    The whole
' of the pergunnahs of Dhundhooka, Ranpoor, and Gogo,
 *	except the kusbas (or chief towns), are in the hands of
 *	grassia Rajpoots, as is a considerable part of Dholka , there
 *	were also a few in Veerumgam, which have been swallowed
' up during the exactions of the Mahrattas    The Kusbatees
1 of Dholka, though Mussulmans, and the chief of Patree,
4 though a Koonbee, and though both differ from the others
in the nature of their tenure, may yet be reckoned in this
 *	class ,  but by far the greater number are Rajpoots    They
 *	resemble their neighbours and brethren in Jhalawar, but are
 *	more intelligent and respectable    The chiefs of Limree and
 *	Bhownugger are among the number of our subjects in those
 *	districts,  though  they  have  large  possessions  elsewhere
 *	They are all quiet and obedient    Tulatees have been intro-
 *	duced into the villages of those of Dholka, and all their
'revenue, but twenty per cent   of their own share, after
 *	deducting that of the ryots, is now levied by government
 *	The police, also, has either been committed to mookliee
 *	putels (or village head-men), in a manner independent of
 *	their authority, or left in their own hands, subject to all
 *	restrictions of that humble officer of the police    The others
 *	are still on their former footing as to revenue , but they are
 *	under the Adawlut (or Court of Justice), and are either
 *	themselves agents of the magistrate, or are superseded by
' their putels    The principal Mewasees are the Koolees of
*the Choonwal, and those of the Purantej, Hursole, and
'Morasa  districts     The  former  are  quite  reduced,  have
 *	received tulatees, and pay all their revenue but twenty-five
4 per cent, but the latter maintain their independence, and
 *	in some instances their rebellious and predatory spirit' ,
"The most striking circumstances in the progress of our
government are the extraordinary obstacles that existed to

